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correlation effects and provide a better description of chemical
bonds.
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A method has been developed for calculating energies by full spin projection of unrestricted Moller-Plesset perturbation
theory wave functions. The spin projection technique has been tested on bond dissociation potentials of LiH and HF and
on symmetrically stretched H20. In the region where the UHF wave function is more stable than the RHF wave function,
spin projected UMPn energies of low order (  < 4) have smaller errors than the corresponding spin restricted MPn and
unprojected UMPn energies, when compared to full configuration interaction calculations. For higher order perturbation
theory, spin restricted MPn energies may be more accurate than spin projected UMPn, but only for limited region near the
RHF/UHF instability. An approximate spin projected UMPn formalism developed earlier yields energies that are in good
agreement with the'present full spin projected UMPn calculations. A formula for spin projected energies in the coupled
clusters approach is also presented. It is shown that annihilation of any single spin contaminant leaves the CCSD energy
unaltered.

Introduction
For open-shell systems, unrestricted Hartree-Fock (UHF)1 11and

nth order unrestricted Moller-Plesset perturbation theory
(UMPn)2·3 are usually quite reliable and yield satisfactory en-

ergetics and optimized geometries. However, spin unrestricted
wave functions are not eigenfunctions of the S2 operator. This
is normally not a significant problem, unless the contamination
from higher spin states is large. In such cases,.the potential energy
surfaces obtained by spin unrestricted methods, such as UHF and
UMPn, can be significantly distorted, showing anomalously high
barriers for reactions4 and bond dissociation potentials that rise
too steeply.5 These difficulties are due to the extremely show
convergence of unrestricted Moller-Plesset perturbation theory
in these regions of the potential energy surface.6"8 The con-

vergence difficulties, in turn, can be traced to serious spin con-
tamination in the UHF reference determinant. In a previous
paper,5 we outlined a simple, approximate scheme to calculate
UMPn energies with annihilation of the largest spin contaminant.
This method has been used successfully to study some simple bond
dissociations5 and a number of radical reactions involving additions
to multiple bonds,4,9-11 isomerizations,12 and abstractions.13 In
this paper, we present a method for calculating fully spin projected
UMPn energies and give a number of simple examples.

Method
Projected Hartree-Fock Theory. The equations for the pro-

jected Hartree-Fock energy are well-known14"18 and can be written
in terms of the Lówdin spin projection operator.18

£proj UHF = < *  ^ *0>/< ** | *0> =

< 0|  * >/<* |   > (1)

Ps =   |(52 - k(k + l))/(s(s + 1) - k(k + l))j (2)
/kj*S

Note that Ps is independent and commutes with H. The numerator
can be expanded by inserting the identity operator, I = | 0)< ,0|
+  ;\ ;) ('Pjl where the sum extends over all excited determinants.
The projected Hartree-Fock energy and wave function can then
be written as

* Camille and Henry Dreyfus Teacher-Scholar.

£proj UHF = <* | 1*0> +   <*01%) <^,Wo> / <*0|A|*0>

(3)

    = *0+  | ,·> iMPs\*o) / <* | |*0> = *0 + *0 (4)

Because the UHF wave functions satisfy Brillouin’s theorem and
H contains only one- and two-electron operators, the summation
over  /',· in eq 3 for the projected Hartree-Fock energy can be
restricted to all double excitations (but not in eq 4 for the projected
wave function).

Approximations to Spin Frojected Moller-Plesset Perturbation
Theory. Projected Hartree-Fock potential energy curves are
known to behave quite poorly in some regions, particularly near
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the onset of the RHF/UHF instability.14 As has been demon-
strated earlier,4,8,9"13 the potential energy curves are much improved
when correlation corrections are added to the PUHF results. The
spin projection corrections to the UHF wave function and the
perturbative corrections to the wave function for electron corre-

lation,  ,,  2, etc., both consist of single, double, and higher
excitations. As a first approximation, the spin corrections,  0,
must be reduced by the amount already contained in the corre-
lation corrections,  ,,  2, etc. This leads to the following for-
mulas:19

£pmp2 = £ump2 + AFpuhfU - (  |  )/(   ^ )} (5a)

£pMP3 = Sumps + ^EpuhfU - (  |   +  2)/(^'ol'^'o)) (5b)

£PMP4 s Sump* + A£PUHF|1 - (   ^  +  2 +  3>/<  | ' > 
(5c)

It can be shown that this approximation goes to the correct limit
as the perturbed wave function approaches the exact wave function
(i.e., (    '  + - +  „>/( 0|  > =_< , 0-   ' '=  «-'  >/
< 5 o -        -   ) = U since  5 6 3« =  4 3« and  , is

idempotent).
If the largest contribution to the spin contamination comes from

only the next highest spin, i.e., r + 1, it is reasonable to ap-
proximate the full projection operator by the first factor in eq 2,
k = s+ 1. However, the resulting operator is no longer a projector
(not idempotent) but an annihilation operator, The operator
that destroys all states with spin r + n is given by

^s+n ~

|52 + (s + «)(r + n + 1)|/|( 0|52| 0> - (s + «)(r + «+!)}
(6)

where the denominator is chosen to ensure intermediate nor-
malization of   +„ 0. Since a single annihilate^contains only
one- and two-electron operators, the approximation Ps = A!+l yields
a spin correction term,  0 in eq 4, that contains only single and
double excitations. This greatly simplifies the computation of the
approximate spin projected energies based on eq 5.

Spin Projected Moller-Plesset Perturbation Theory. The
approximate spin projected formulas in eq 5 result from the
projector or annihilator operating on  0 only, followed by a
correction to avoid double counting of excited configurations
already in  !,  2, etc. Full spin projection would apply the
projector to the correlation corrections as well as to  0. For UMPn
wave functions, the projected energies can be written

fproi MP2 =
<    /Wo +p,    > / <  0 *0 +  ,* 1 > (7a)

^fproj MP3
~

(   ^     + Ps    +  , 2>/<       +   : +   2>
(7b)

The only components of  5 ,, Ps 2, etc., contributing to the energy
are  0 and the double excitations. This simplifies the computations
considerably, and the projected MPrt energies can be expressed
as

 ^proj MP2

< 0|//| 0> +  < 0|^)( ·(  |   +   >/<    |   +  ,)
(8a)

£proj MP3 = (  | | 0> +

 < 0| |*/>  |   +  . +  2)/( 0|  |   +  2) (8b)

( ,  ,  ,), one needs matrix elements of the type {f¿\S2m\fj),
where \p¡ and include all double excitations; for ( /' | $| 2),
( /| ,| 3), etc., \pj must also include higher excitations. For m
= 1 the matrix is relatively sparse, but for m > 1 there are of the
order of n4/V4 nonzero elements between doubly excited deter-
minants, where n is the number of occupied orbitals and N the
number of unoccupied orbitals.

A different set of equations for the projected MP/i energies can
be obtained by taking advantage of the fact that Ps and H com-
mute.

£proj MP2 = [< , |£ |      # ' '  + *1> +

 < 0| 5| ,·  ,·|£|   +  >>]/( 0|   0 +   > (9a)

fproj MP3 = [< 0| | 0   | |   +    +  2> +

 ( 0|  ·  ,·|^|   +  . +  2>]/<* | |*  +    +  2>

(9b)

The  /’s run over all single, double, triple, and quadruple exci-
tations in eq 9a, and additionally quintuple and hextuple excitations
for eq 9b. The matrix elements < /'/|#| !) are closely related to
| 2) and the MP3 energy; likewise, the ( 1| ] 2) are closely
related to | 3) and the MP4 energy. In both approaches con-
siderable factoring should be possible to reduce the work to below
nAN*. Equation 8 would, at first glance, seem to be more practical,
but eq 9 is more amenable to approximations such as limiting the
number of spin contaminants to be annihilated or limiting the
excited states that appear in the summation. For example, if only
the largest spin contaminant is annihilated, i.e., Ps » As+X, then

runs over single and  ß type double excitations only.
An alternative formulation of spin projected Moller-Plesset

perturbation theory is presented by Knowles and Handy20 else-
where in this issue. It can be easily shown that the two methods
are closely related. If the denominator in eq 7 of the present paper
is expanded in a Taylor series, ( 0| $|   +  ^ +  2 + ...>“' =

(    ,    '  - (   ^ *! +  2+ ...>/< 0| |  > + ..·), and
terms of the same order in are collected, then eq 11 of Knowles
and Handy is obtained. For the examples discussed below, the
two methods differ in energy by 10"3 au or less.

Spin Projected Coupled Cluster Theory. Unrestricted coupled
cluster wave functions appear to have less spin contamination than
their many-body perturbation theory counterparts.21,22 Fur-
thermore, the coupled cluster calculations with singles and doubles
(CCSD) describe single bond dissociation potentials quite well.21"23
The QCISD method24 seems to have similar properties. This
suggests that the CCSD approach and related methods overcome
some of the spin contamination problems encountered by un-
restricted Moller-Plesset perturbation theory. Analogous to eq
9, the spin projected coupled clusters energy can be written as

£proj cc = [<*olAl*oX*o|Al¥cc> +

 < 0|  */ *(|#|  :>]/
'[( 0| 5| 0> + ZmPs\iiXtj\*cc)] (10)

j

The CCSD equations require that <^0|^I^ccsd) - ^ccsd and
(f¡\H\VCCsD) = £ccsd(<¿;^ccsd) for all single and double ex-

citations.3 Hence, if the summations in the numerator and de-
nominator are restricted to single and double excitations or if Ps
is restricted to annihilate only one spin contaminant (i.e., if Ps
is approximated by As+n for any n A 0, ( 0|  | /',·> is nonzero only
for single and double excitations), then the factors in the numerator

where includes all double excitations (aa,  ß, 88). To evaluate

(19) In previous applications the contribution of % to £PMP4 was omitted
for practical reasons. Furthermore,  0 was restricted to single and double
excitations even when the full projector was used. The present calculations
indicate that these approximations change the energy by less than   3 au,
except in the immediate vicinity of the RHF/UHF instability.

(20) Knowles, P. J.; Handy, N. C. J. Phys. Chem., this issue.
(21) Bartlett, R. J.; Sekino, H.; Purvis III, G. D. Chem. Phys. Lett. 1983,

98, 66.
(22) Cole, S. J.; Bartlett, R. J. J. Chem. Phys. 1987, 86, 873.
(23) Laidig, W. D.; Saxe, P.; Bartlett, R. J. J. Chem. Phys. 1987, 86, 887.
(24) Pople, J. A.; Head-Gordon, M.; Raghavachari, K. J. Chem. Phys.

1987, 87, 5968.
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Figure 1, Comparison of convergence rates for restricted, unrestricted,
and spin projected unrestricted Moller-Plesset perturbation theory for
LiH at R = 3.0 A (STO-3G basis).

that depend on the projector cancel with the denominator and the
coupled cluster energy with single annihilation is identical with
the unprojected energy. Thus, CCSD calculations will be sat-

EcCSD+sa = [<*oM,+)I|*oX*o|£|*CCSD> +
  < *0 X   |#1 *CCSD > ] /

[< 0  +,, * > +  <    + |^ ^·|^8 )] (Ha)
j

= [(^oMí+nl^ol-^CCSD +

  < %\ 1+ \  ) < iAíI^ccsd >-Eccsd1 /
[(   ^ ^ ) +  <*  +*  , ^080>] (lib)

i

= ^CCSD (lie)

isfactory for problems in which the UHF determinant has only
one major spin contaminant, e.g., single-bond dissociation po-
tentials, etc. By the same arguments, processes involving two spin
contaminants, e.g., the breaking of two single bonds or the breaking
of a double bond, will be treated very well by CCSDTQ. Because
of the exponential nature of the coupled clusters wave function,
CCSD may be adequate for the breaking of two single bonds,
provided they do not interact significantly. A similar approach
can be used to show that the QCISD method24 should also be

satisfactory for cases with one major spin contaminant.

Results and Discussion

The spin projected UMPzz method presented above was tested
in the context of a full configuration interaction program. The
code for the full Cl calculation and the nth-order Moller-Plesset
perturbation theory was written by using the approach outlined
by Handy et al.25 with the formula list organized as suggested
by Siegbahn.26 Details will be published elsewhere. A number
of simple examples have been studied to compare RMPn, UMP«,
and projected UMPn with full configuration interaction calcu-
lations and to test various approximations. The spin projected
UMPn energies were calculated according to eq 9 and the PMPn
energies according to eq 5. The full spin projector, Ps, was used
throughout, and no restrictions were placed on the sums over
excited states.

In the first example, the bond dissociation curve for LiH has
been computed with the STO-3G basis set. Calculations were

performed with restricted, unrestricted, and spin projected un-

restricted Moller-Plesset perturbation theory up to 20th order
and with full configuration interaction (six active orbitals). Figure
1 shows the rate of convergence of the various levels at a bond

(25) Knowles, P. J.; Handy, N. C. Chem. Phys. Lett. 1984, 222, 315.
(26) Siegbahn, P. E. M. Chem. Phys. Lett. 1984, 109, 417.
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R(LiH)

Figure 2. Bond dissociation potential for LiH at the MP4 level (STO-3G
basis).

Figure 3. Energy difference between MP4, MP8, and full Cl as a
function of bond length for LiH (STO-3G basis).

length of 3 Á. As has been pointed out previously,6"8 the UMPzt
series is very slow to converge. The RMPn series converges more

rapidly than the unprojected UMPzi series but undergoes oscil-
lations that become quite severe at longer bond lengths. Since
the practical limit for larger molecules is MP4, it is instructive
to examine the behavior of the dissociation curve computed with
the various approaches at fourth order. Figure 2 illustrates the
potential energy curves at the various levels, and Figure 3 shows
the difference between the restricted, unrestricted, and spin
projected MP4 and MP8 energies and the full Cl energy. The
UMP4 curve rises too steeply in the intermediate region, and the
RMP4 curve turns over beyond 3 A. The difference between the
projected UMP4 and the full Cl energies is largest (ca. 1.5

keal/mol) near the onset of the RHF/UHF instability but di-
minishes rapidly for increasing bond lengths. Beyond the
RHF/UHF instability {R > 2.0334 Á), the difference between
the projected UMP4 and full Cl energies is less than the difference
between RMP4 and full CI. The approximate projected UMP4
approach (PMP4) used earlier is in very good agreement with the
fully projected UMP4 energies at all bond lengths. For eighth-
order perturbation theory, the restricted MP curve is more accurate
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Figure 4. Comparison of convergence rates for restricted, unrestricted,
and spin projected unrestricted Moller-Plesset perturbation theory for
symmetrically stretched HzO at R = 1.934 Á (STO-3G basis).

Figure 5. Comparison of convergence rates for restricted, unrestricted,
and spin projected unrestricted Moller-Plesset perturbation theory for
HF at R = 2.0 A (6-31G basis).

up to ca. 2.75 Á; however, for longer distances the spin projected
UMP is superior.

The second example considered is H2Q with both bonds
stretched to twice the equilibrium value (R = 1.934 Á). Calcu-
lations were performed with the STO-3G basis set using restricted,
unrestricted, and spin projected unrestricted Moller-Plesset
perturbation theory up to 40th order, as well as full configuration
interaction (frozen core). Spin contamination from both the triplet
and quintet27 must be removed for meaningful results with eq 5,
8, or 9. Figure 4 shows the rate of convergence of the various
levels. Similar to LiH, the RMPn series oscillates and UMPn
series converges very slowly. The projected UMPn series lies much
closer to the full Cl result but retains a small, slowly converging
component. The approximate PMPn energies are in very good
agreement with the fully projected UMPn energies.

In the third example, the bond dissociation curve for HF has
been calculated with the 6-31G basis set using Moller-Plesset
perturbation theory up to 10th order and full configuration in-
teraction (frozen core). Contamination from spin states higher
than the quintet contribute less than 2 X   6 au to the energy.
As shown in Figure 5, the rate of convergence of the RMPn series
at R(HF) = 2,0 Á is considerably more erratic than for the
minimal basis set calculations discussed above. Similar erratic
behavior has been noted for double-f basis set RMPn calculations
on symmetrically stretched H20.21 The convergence of the UMPn
series is slow but monotonic. Up to fourth order, the projected
UMPn series converges rapidly to within 0.002 au of the full Cl
result; beyond fourth order the rate of convergence is considerably
slower. The approximate PMPn values are in good agreement
with the results of full spin projection. Figure 6 illustrates the
HF bond dissociation potential calculated at the RMP4, UMP4,
projected UMP4, PMP4, and full Cl levels; differences between
the MP4, MP8, and full Cl energies are given in Figure 7. The
behavior is very similar to LiH. The difference between the

(27) Higher spin states are not possible because of the basis set size.
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Figure 6. Bond dissociation potential for HF at the MP4 level (6-31G
basis).

-# 

Figure 7. Energy difference between MP4, MP8, and full Cl as a
function of bond length for HF (6-31G basis).

projected UMP4 and full Cl energies is largest near the RHF/
UHF instability (R = 1.2771 Á). At eighth order, the RMP
energy is better than the projected UMP energy up to R = 1.75
Á. However, for longer bond lengths, the error in the projected
UMPn energies is less than the error for RMPn. The approximate
PMP4 energies are in good agreement with the projected UMP4
energies, especially at larger distances.

Conclusions
A formalism for calculating spin projected UMPn energies has

been proposed, and test calculations were carried out for LiH,
H20, and HF. For low orders (  < 4), spin projected UMPn
energies are better than RMPn and unprojected UMPn energies.
Higher order RMPn energies may be more accurate than spin
projected UMPn, but only for a short distance beyond the onset
of the RHF/UHF instability. The approximate spin projected
UMPn (PMPn) method used in earlier calculations is in good
agreement with the full spin projected'UMPn computations. Spin
projection can also been applied to the spin unrestricted coupled
clusters method. It is shown that the CCSD energy is unaltered
by the annihilation of any single spin contaminant.
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